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In this issue we look back over the twenty years we have been in 
existence as a registered charity. 

th20  BIRTHDAY EDITION

We can all be very proud of how much we have achieved in the 
last twenty years. Inside our Secretary to the Trustees, Lucy 
DeVille, who has been a faithful supporter of the ICVI since the 
very beginning, reflects on our very early days and how events 
conspired to make the inspirational charity we know today.

Your support over the last twenty years has meant a great deal 
to our research. Your continued support, whether an individual, 
community group, business or charitable trust, throughout our 
20th Anniversary year, will help us to look forward to the next 
twenty years.

So much of our success is down to our loyal supporters who 
have donated money towards our research over the years. We 
very much hope that you will want to celebrate with us by 
donating towards our unique charity once again this year. Our 
fundraising team has some ideas inside on how you can do this, 
please do get in touch if you would like to help.

Welcome to this special issue of Outlook.

Text CANCER10
to 70191 

to donate £10

Text CANCER20
to 70191

to donate £20
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THE EARLY YEARS OF THE ICVI
LUCY DEVILLE, SECRETARY TO THE 
TRUSTEES OF ICVI

I have been delighted to have been part of 
this journey for over 20 years; to have 
known people who have lived longer 
thanks to these treatments and to have 
witnessed the evolution of vaccines for 
cancer from blue sky thinking to a 
recognised treatment for a wide variety of 
cancers. The next 20 years promise to be 
even more exciting!

By October 2002 £1 million had 
been raised. Much of the early 
fundraising was private but a 
number of successful fundraising 
events included the Carolyn 
Cotterell Memorial Bike Ride, The 
Two George's Walk and events 
organised by supporter Angela 
Feather, such as the Helen Feather 
Balls and “Give Us a Fiver”.

Between 1994-1996 an appeal was run by 
St George's Hospital Special Trustees to 
raise £500,000 to establish a unit to 
provide cancer vaccines and to expand 
research in this field. At that time research 
into treatments which alert the immune 
system to recognise cancer cells was in 
the very early stages, but projects 
undertaken by Professor Dalgleish and his 
team were showing promising results.
As Appeal Director at St George's 
Hospital, I was privileged to 
fundraise for this project. Although 
it involved complicated research 
which might be hard to explain in 
layman's terms, it could be 
summed up simply – that the 
body's own immune system could 
be harnessed to help fight cancer.

St George's moved on to other fundraising 
targets but many members of the public 
had been inspired by the hope vaccines 
offered for people living with cancer and 
they continued to support the CVC. A 
steady flow of generous donations was 
received which ensured research could 
progress. 
Meanwhile, supporters who had benefited 

personally from vaccine treatments, or 
who had friends and relatives with cancer, 
were convinced that vaccines for cancer 
showed great potential. They suggested to 
Professor Dalgleish that in order not to 
conflict with St George's Hospital's other 
charitable activities, the way forward 
would be to launch an independent 
charity. This led to the first meeting held 
in October 1999 between Professor 

Dalgleish and patients Nicholas Freeman 
and David Fine, who offered to be Trustees.

The Cancer Vaccine Campaign 
(CVC) attracted huge generosity 
both from the public and charitable 
trusts and by March 1996 had 
exceeded its target. The funds 
enabled laboratories to be built 
within St George's Medical School 
and vaccines for malignant 
melanoma, which had only been 
available in the USA, to be 
introduced to the UK. 

Sadly Nicholas (Chairman) and David died 
not long after the launch but the new 
charity, the Cancer Vaccine Institute (CVI) 
had been set on a firm foundation, being 
registered with the Charity Commission in 
2000. A dedicated a group of Trustees has 
been led since that time by Chairman, Sir 
Harry Cotterell. Reshma Mason has worked 

tirelessly as Company Secretary, Jemma 
Freeman, Guy Sangster and Lady Suzetta 
Rankin have each provided valuable skills, 
assisted in the early days by Roger 
Eckersley, William Hulton and Peter Le 
Conte. It has been through the dedication 
of these people that the charity has 
evolved from the CVC, a hospital appeal, to 
a respected funder of important research, 
the ICVI.

In the background has been the 
assistance of Ray Pierce of 
Haysmacintyre, Accountants. Peter 
Matthews, Financial Advisor, 
ensured that accurate budgets 
were drawn up and finances 
professionally managed and in 
2004 Emma Appleyard joined the 
team as its first Fundraising 
Director.
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FUNDRAISERS

Lucy Sands Tribute Fund

80th Birthday Celebration

Huge thanks to Peter Jordan who very 
kindly asked for donations to the ICVI 
instead of gifts for his 80th Birthday this 
summer. Both Peter and his wife Carole 
are loyal supporters of the charity, Carole 
has been volunteering in our office for 
many years. Peter and Carole's friends 
raised a whopping £1151 for the ICVI. 
Inspirational!

Lakeland Trail Runners

Thank you very much to Naomi and 
friends for raising £390 for ICVI by 
running the 10K Lakeland Trail in honour 
of their friend Louise. Naomi said; “When a 
friend dies we don't “get over it”. We learn 
to live with it. It may get different, it may 
get easier, but it is always with us. In 
January 2018 we lost our friend, Louise, to 
lung cancer. We had known Louise for 30 
years. Her diagnosis came out of the blue, 
she had never smoked, exercised regularly 
and had only just celebrated her 40th 

birthday. Amazingly, in 2017 she 
completed the Lakeland Trail at Staveley 
in preparation for the Edinburgh marathon 
which she completed a few months after, 
only 9 months after her initial diagnosis. 
To keep Louise's legacy alive and to 
support the charities enabling the latest 
research into novel cancer treatments we 
are running the same 10km Lakeland Trail 
at Staveley. We both ran this last year and 
would like to continue to run this every 
year in memory of our dear friend.”

Liz also kindly raised £567.70p by selling 
tea, coffee, cakes and plants at Brewood 
village open gardens.

Running for us is Sami Mason, son of our 
Trustee and Company Secretary Reshma 
Mason. Sami has run many times for ICVI. 
Sami said, “I am excited (and a little bit 
nervous) to be running the London 
Marathon. I am doing it to honour the 
memory of my dad, who died of 
melanoma when I was very young. I also 
want to raise as much money as possible 
for the ICVI because it is such a fantastic 
charity”.

Excitingly, the ICVI has been lucky 
enough to win a place on the London 
Marathon for 2020.

In June an Indian cooking demonstration 
was held at the home of Peter & Liz Sands 
in Brewood. Eighty keen supporters turned 
out to enjoy an evening demonstration by 
the vegetarian society's Indian guru Lajina 
Marsala. Guests were welcomed with a 
reception drink and onion bhajis. Lajina 
demonstrated an array of authentic Indian 
dishes and entertained guests with her 
knowledge and tips on Indian cuisine. 
Tasting bowls were available for all the 
guests to sample. A raffle and auction 
completed the evening. Many prizes were 
donated by loyal supporters. The total 
amount raised from the evening was 
£1,770.00

Thank you Sami for running for ICVI once 
again. If you would like to sponsor Sami 
we would love to hear from you. You can 
donate via his Justgiving page: 
www.justgiving.com/fundraising/sami-
mason 

Thank you to the wonderful Sands 
family who fundraise tirelessly for the ICVI 
via the Lucy Sands Tribute Fund.

We are so grateful to Liz for all of her hard 
work for the Lucy Sands Tribute Fund, 
which now stands at over £115,000.

Marathon News

Text CANCER10
to 70191 

to donate £10

Text CANCER20
to 70191

to donate £20
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We were delighted to hear from Dr Scott 
Kemp who kindly ran the marathon for 
ICVI this April. Scott told us “The London 
Marathon was truly special. I've done quite 
a few sporting events and without doubt 
this will stand out as the most memorable. 
It seems everyone there had a personal 
reason for doing it, making it more than 
just a sporting event. I was no different. 
After a truly horrible six months when my 
father fell ill the one thing we didn't have 
was hope, knowing there was no cure and 
very little time. As a doctor I initially clung 

on to the fact there may be an option for 
immunotherapy but it wasn't to be. What I 
did learn, however, was the amazing 
progress that is being made in the field 
you are working in – and maybe my small 
contribution will give others something we 
never had.”
Thank you so much Scott for thinking of us 
and raising a fantastic £607 towards our 
research.

We've set up a text donation service 
which allows people to donate really 
easily by texting as follows:

Text CANCER20 to 70191 to donate £20
Also look out for our special JustGiving 
appeal page here:  
justgiving.com/campaign/ICVI20The company takes a small percentage 

of each donation and we hope that if we 

can promote it well we can bring some 
funds in from new supporters as well as 
current ones.

Text CANCER10 to 70191 to donate £10

HOW YOU CAN HELP US 
CELEBRATE 20 YEARS 
OF INCREDIBLE 
RESEARCH

When it's your birthday 
ask for donations to the 
ICVI instead of presents, 
just like Peter Jordan did 

this summer. All you 
need to do is get people 

to text CANCER20 to 
70191 to donate £20.

Buy 20 of our Christmas 
cards (just two packs!) 

and surprise your friends 
by popping them in the 

post!

Every evening at 20:20 
empty your change from 

your pockets or purse into an 
empty jar and donate to the 

ICVI once it’s full.

Contact 20 local companies 
and ask them if they will 
help spread the word and 

fundraise for us – anything 
from having us as their 

charity of the year, 
promoting our text giving on 
all their email signatures, to 
simply having a collection 

box for us. We can help with 
letters for you to send.

Have a birthday party 
and ask everyone to 
donate £20 to come.

1 3 4 52

Challenge yourself to 
walk 20 miles for the ICVI 
and ask for sponsorship 
(this can be split over a 
few weeks if it's difficult 

to do in one go).

Simply donate £20 this year 
to the ICVI – if everyone on 

our database did this we 
could raise £40,000 towards 
our research - Giftaid would 

increase this to £50,000. You 
can easily do this by texting 

CANCER20 to 70191

If you're feeling flush, why 
not set up a monthly 
donation via Direct 

Debit/standing order/text 
giving for £20 a month?  If 
everyone did this we would 

raise £480,000 – Giftaid 
would increase this to 

£680,000

Have a Facebook appeal 
on your birthday to ask 

your wider circle to 
donate.

Have a cake sale at work 
or school and sell 20 
cakes and donate the 

money to ICVI.

6 8 9 107

Likewise you could get 
on your bike and cycle 

20 miles.

Give up your favourite 
thing for 20 days… 

Chocolate? Alcohol? 
Facebook? Let everyone 
know and ask them to 

sponsor you.

Have a declutter and sell 
20 things to benefit the 

ICVI – via Ebay perhaps?  
We are on Ebay's charity 

list.

Hold a 20 questions pub 
quiz – once, twice or 20 
times during the year!

20 keepy-uppies with 
various items – an 

orange? A cushion? A 
ping pong ball? Get 

someone to film it and 
send it to us so we can 

pop it on our social 
media…

11 12 151413

If you love cricket how 
about organising a T20 

match and charge people 
to play/make money 

from selling 
refreshments?

If you buy a coffee every 
weekday on your way to 

work, you can reduce 
your spend by 20% (ie 

skip a day!) and donate 
the money to ICVI.

Likewise if you buy your 
lunch every day, make at 

home one day and 
donate the money
you’ve saved to us.

Tell 20 friends about us, 
we can send you 

information so you can 
spread the word about 

our work.

Well that's it, we've 
completely run out of 

ideas, but know that our 
lovely supporters will 

have enough of their own 
to fit in the last slot!

16 1817 19 20
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The main clinical research project, 
whereby the drug IMM-101 is used before 
and with the standard immunotherapy 
antibodies, such as Nivolumab, is looking 
very encouraging as more patients are 
recruited. It is really looking like this 
study will confirm our original four 
anecdotes, all of whom remain alive and 
disease free nearly two years later. This 
data is attracting the attention of others 
who wish to do the same approach in other 
tumour types, such as colorectal cancer, 
where again anecdotes are very 
encouraging.

We have previously stressed the huge 
importance of correcting low Vitamin D3 
levels in the population following our 
study, which showed that not only were 
80% of all our patients low but over a third 
were extremely low. Having shown that 
supplementing Vitamin D3 in the 
laboratory greatly enhances the efficacy 
of many other drugs, it has been our 
standard practice to supplement our 
patients with Vitamin D3, which may 
explain why the outcome of some of the 
studies appear better than expected. In 
spite of this, colleagues were quick to 

point out that there is no proof that 
supplementing low Vitamin D3 improves 
outcome. I was therefore delighted at the 
presentation of a very large meta analyses 
of several trials in the United States, which 
were actually stimulated by our claims 
that Vitamin D3 helped our vaccines 
induce a better immune response, which 
showed that correcting a low Vitamin D3 
at the time of diagnosis increased the 
outcome and survival by over 13% across 
all tumour types and all treatment 
modalities. To put that in context, a non-
toxic, simple, cheap supplement has 
nearly twice the impact of a highly 
specific targeted drug, i.e. Tamoxifen in 
breast cancer, which only increases the 
outcome by 8%!
It is wonderful that people are now 
confirming all out data, which they have 
ignored for so many years. Work with low 
dose Naltrexone and highly specific 
cannabinoid combinations are also 
revealing extremely exciting results, which 
we hope will enter clinical trials, with or 
without, other immunotherapy in the very 
near future as both these agents are 
extremely non-toxic and appear to 
enhance other treatments.

Our data showing that systemic 
inflammatory marker elevation is 
associated with a poor outcome in 
immunotherapy has been confirmed by 
others, and raises the real issue that anti-
inflammatories are going to have to be 
included in future clinical trials. As many 
anti-inflammatories don't require a 
specific license or prescription to use in 

the clinic, adding these in really does 
appear to already be improving outcome. 
However, once again, this will have to be 
captured in a more formal trial and we 
have two major powerful anti-
inflammatory drugs we would like to use 
for this study.

Travel Designers
Our lovely friends at Travel Designers are 
offering great deal to ICVI supporters. 
Please see the enclosed leaflet for details.

Christmas Cards
Buying our Christmas cards is a great way 
to support us. Please fill in and return the 
attached order form or go to the shop on 
our website: https://icvi.org.uk/shop/ 

UPDATE FROM PROFESSOR DALGLEISH
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PLEASE PAY THE ICVI the amount ticked above yearly (1 payment 
annually), each quarter(4 payments), monthly (12 payments)* until 
further notice and debit my account:
*please delete as applicable

DONATING - PLEASE HELP US FIGHT CANCER TODAY

ADDRESS:

POST CODE:

EMAIL:

MrsTITLE: Mr Ms Other

TELEPHONE/
MOBILE:

WHERE DID YOU HEAR ABOUT US?

We would like to keep you in touch with our work. If 
you prefer not to receive our newsletter twice a year 
please tick here:

NAME: PLEASE PRINT

PLEASE COMPLETE AND SEND THIS FORM TO:
ICVI, Unit 15 Abbeville Mews
88 Clapham Park Road
LONDON, SW4 7BX

IN MEMORY OF (optional):

I enclose a cheque / CAF Voucher made payable to the ICVI

ACCOUNT NO:

SORT CODE:

D D  /  M M  /  Y YSTARTING: please allow one
month from today

SIGNATURE(S) DATE

TO THE MANAGER (Bank name and adresss)

POST CODE

FOR ICVI USE ONLY
Recipient Bank details: Pay Barclays Bank plc.  
Account Name: The ICVI  Sort code: 20-47-34
Account Number: 10088145
Payment Reference:

SIGNATURE(S) DATE

Please treat all donations I make or have made to the ICVI as Gift Aid 
donations until further notice

You must pay an amount of income tax and/or capital gains tax equal to the tax we reclaim on 
your donations. Please notify us if your address or tax circumstances change and this in no 
longer the case.

FundRaising
Standards Board

Please tick this box if you wish to receive an acknowledgement 
of your donation

PERSONAL DETAILS

DONATION
One hour of research undertaken by the whole of the research team costs £400 and £2,000 per patient per year for 
a trial (this is an average cost, including salaries, consumables and supervision)

ONE OFF PAYMENT REGULAR PAYMENT
OTHER

£400 £100 £50 ££200

To donate online please go to www.icvi.org.uk
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